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Whales have fascinated me since I was a young boy watching them 
from fishing boats in Maine and commercial vessels in the Caribbean. 
Although my initial interest was stimulated by reading Melville’s 
Moby Dick when I was just eight years old, the anti-hero in that tome 
was a revengeful white sperm whale. And sperm whales were not 
commonly seen back in the late 1950s… primarily because their 
habitat regions were not widely known and they had no particular 
interest in interacting with humans since they were still hunted 
worldwide.

But the gregarious humpback whale was extremely social and seemed 
to take delight in making contact during the summer season when 
they were gorging themselves on sand eels and krill as they beefed 
up before migrating from the Gulf of Maine back to the calving and 
breeding grounds on the Silver Bank located between the Turks & 
Caicos islands and the Dominican Republic. These protected reef 
areas were ideal for the females to give birth and for mating. Most of 
the humpbacks favored the Silver Bank but many also traveled into 
the Virgin Islands and other areas of the eastern Caribbean.

I’ve been diving with them since January of 1971 for in-water 
encounters and filming. We learned early on that scuba was not really 
an option since the bubble exhaust caused the whales to immediately 
abandon us. So free diving was our method of getting close encounters. 
I grew up snorkeling, first as a kid in 1959 when my naval officer 
father was assigned to Key West.  I also started scuba diving the same 
year when participants were considered to be more than a bit odd by 
casual observers. Back in those days, anyone who would deliberately 
descend to ocean depths with nothing but a steel tank on their back 
and a strange double hose device to breathe through was lumped 
into the same group of deviants as skydivers and those attempting to 
summit Mt. Everest. Nut cases who needed therapy was the general 
conclusion.
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But I was initially content to simply view the ocean from the placid 
safety of the surface and later began free diving to spear fish and 
catch lobsters. By the time I was 12 I could easily hit 60 foot depths 
and hold my breath for a couple of minutes… more than enough to 
distress my mother when I disappeared for what seemed to her to 
be an eternity. And, of course, she was certain that I’d eventually be 
eaten by a shark since all such predators then were labeled as certain 
death if you happened to get within a mile of one. Nonetheless, I 
managed to survive.

In 1971 I began my professional diving career when I was assigned to 
an experimental deep diving U.S. Navy team in the Caribbean filming 
fast attack submarines as part of the Cold War era tactics of trying to 
make them undetectable by Soviet ballistic missile subs. One day we 
were doing a long deco hang in the Virgin Islands trench (that had 
depths over 10,000 feet) following a dive to nearly 300 feet when 
a pod of humpbacks cruised by us and detoured to give us a look. I 
thought I’d died and gone to a special heaven!

The leviathans simply enthralled me and further encounters resulted 
that only increased my interest. A discussion ensued with a NOAA 
scientist who explained the migratory habits of humpbacks and that a 
huge population would be found on the Silver Bank between January 
and April… only about 400 miles to the northwest. So I made up my 
mind to visit somehow. Sure enough, I had some time off and a yacht 
owner was looking for some experienced crew to take his vessel to 
Ft. Lauderdale. I corralled three other mariners and we signed on to 
do the delivery with permission to detour en route and visit the whale 
grounds of the Silver Bank.

Upon arriving we anchored and were surrounded by scores of 
humpbacks spouting, breaching, and generally cavorting within a 

few feet of the yacht. We got five days of free diving and a college 
education in how to best interact. The whales cruise on the surface, 
generally headed upwind that can make for a tough swim to keep up. 
We quickly figured out that getting ahead of them in our inflatable 
and shutting off the engine to let them intersect our position as we 
lay quietly on the surface in snorkeling gear was most efficient. 
Sometimes they’d immediately engage but the mothers tend to be 
quite cautious and protective and they’d do slow descents to about 
80-90 feet and just hang motionless.

We would then free dive down and maintain a respectful distance 
while making eye contact directly while remaining motionless and 
trying to blend in. We’d manage a few two to three minute dives 
and this stimulated the whale’s interest, curiosity, and established a 
bond. They then would follow me back up to the surface and maintain 
contact sometimes for up to an hour or so.
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These magnificent animals get up to 55 feet in length and over 50 
tons. The calves are born at about 8 feet and less than 200 pounds and 
then begin a nursing regimen that has them rapidly growing.  I’ve 
since made over 30 trips to the Silver Bank. Along the way, my work 
had been published internationally as well as documentary films for 
such productions as National Geographic Explorer, Discovery,Travel 
Channel, BBC, etc.

And as much as I’ve enjoyed my relationships with the North 
Atlantic humpbacks, I’ve always wanted to visit their relatives in the 
South Pacific and that led this year to an August two-week trip to the 
Kingdom of Tonga. Located east of the Fiji islands, it’s one of the 
best places in the world to catch up with humpbacks.

My host was the 120-ft. motor sailing vessel Nai’a from Fiji that 
devotes a portion of their annual schedule to operations with the whales 
in Tonga. The crew is excellent and chef extraordinary. Some of the 
best cuisine and food service I’ve ever experienced on a liveaboard 
vessel anywhere! (Check them out at: www.naia.com.fj)

The Nai’a guides used some different protocols to try for encounters 
but I found my proven methodology to work better and let me get 
close up encounters from only a few feet away… all with the mother’s 
approval and welcome. Again, the cycle of initial deep free dives to 
60-90 feet for up to three or four minutes established the curiosity and 
“fellowship” that had worked for me for 46 years on the Silver Bank 
and Caribbean islands. 

The Tonga islands are beautiful and the people pleasant and friendly. 
But it’s not an easy place to get to with flights only coming in from 
Auckland, New Zealand or Nadi, Fiji. And a schedule that is more 
than a bit erratic at times. It’s worth the effort for the whale experience.

Enjoy the gallery of images and I hope you may be motivated to seek 
out the company of these special animals yourself sometime in the 
future!
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